Reconstruction of the Evolutionary History and Dispersal of Usutu Virus, a Neglected Emerging Arbovirus in Europe and Africa
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ABSTRACT  Usutu virus (USUV), one of the most neglected Old World encephalitic flaviviruses, causes epizootics among wild and captive birds and sporadic infections in humans. The dynamics of USUV spread and evolution in its natural hosts are unknown. Here, we present the phylogeny and evolutionary history of all available USUV strains, including 77 newly sequenced complete genomes from a variety of host species at a temporal and spatial scaled resolution. The results showed that USUV can be classified into six distinct lineages and that the most recent common ancestor of the recent European epizootics emerged in Africa at least 500 years ago. We demonstrated that USUV was introduced regularly from Africa into Europe in the last 50 years, and the genetic diversity of European lineages is shaped primarily by intracontinental dispersal vehicles. Theseowałı́s could predict the continental and intercontinental dispersal patterns of USUV and that migratory birds might act as potential long-distance dispersal vehicles.

IMPORTANCE  Usutu virus (USUV), a mosquito-borne flavivirus of the Japanese encephalitis virus antigenic group, caused massive bird die-offs, mostly in Europe. There is increasing evidence that USUV appears to be pathogenic for humans, becoming a potential public health problem. The emergence of USUV in Europe allows us to understand how an arbovirus spreads, adapts, and evolves in a naive environment. Thus, understanding the epidemiological and evolutionary processes that contribute to the emergence, maintenance, and further spread of viral diseases is the sine qua non to develop and implement surveillance strategies for their control. In this work, we performed an expansive phylogeographic and evolutionary analysis of USUV using all published sequences and those generated during this study. Subsequently, we described the genetic traits, reconstructed the potential pattern of geographic spread between continents/countries of the identified viral lineages and the drivers of viral migration, and traced the origin of outbreaks and transition events between different hosts.

isolated for the first time from a Culex neavei mosquito in South Africa in 1959 (1, 2). Usutu virus (USUV) was subsequently detected in different species of mosquitoes and birds throughout sub-Saharan countries (1, 3). USUV is an Old World flavivirus included in the Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) antigenic complex along with several human and animal pathogens (e.g., JEV, West Nile virus [WNV], Murray Valley encephalitis virus [MVEV], and Saint Louis encephalitis virus [SLEV]) (4). Its genome is a single-stranded RNA molecule of positive polarity coding one long open reading frame (ORF) that is flanked by a type 1 capped 5′-terminal noncoding region (NCR) and a 3′-terminal NCR required for genome replication and translation. The polyprotein includes four 5′ structural genes (coding for capsid [C], premembrane [prM], membrane [M], and envelope [E]) and seven nonstructural (NS) genes (coding for the NS1, NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, and NS5 proteins) produced as a result of co-
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and posttranslationally proteolytic processing by viral and cellular proteases (4). The virus is transmitted and maintained in the natural cycle by mosquitoes (mostly of the Culex genus) as vectors with birds as the main amplifying hosts, while humans are considered incidental or dead-end hosts. A very recent study showed that bats could also be infected by USUV and might act as amplifying hosts (5). In 1996, USUV emerged outside Africa and caused deaths among Eurasian blackbird (Turdus merula) populations in the Tuscany region of Italy (6). In the following years, the virus could be detected in several Central European countries, including Austria, Hungary, Spain, Switzerland, Belgium, Czech Republic, and Germany (7–16). In addition, USUV-specific seroconversion among birds has been demonstrated in England, Poland, and Greece (17–19). Within the last years, there is increasing evidence of clinically apparent human USUV infections characterized by fever, rash, jaundice, headache, nuchal rigidity, hand tremor, and hyperreflexia (20–24). The detection of USUV-specific antibodies in blood donors in Germany and Italy highlights the fact that USUV can also be transmitted to humans without causing any symptoms (25, 26). However, nothing is known about the evolutionary dynamics of USUV and how the virus interacts with its various host and vector species. Although few studies related to USUV genetic diversity at the country level have been conducted, there have been no studies specifically addressing the evolutionary events responsible for adaptation to the hosts and spread of USUV, making it a successful pathogen responsible for neuroinvasive disease in multiple host species, including humans. To understand the evolutionary mechanisms of USUV, we obtained the complete genome sequences of 77 USUV strains sampled from a variety of host species (principally mosquitoes and birds). With these and all available USUV sequences with known geographic and temporal information data, we conducted an expansive analysis of USUV to assess the drivers and barriers of viral migration and the pattern of evolutionary dynamics and to trace the origin of the outbreaks, as well as movement patterns of USUV strains between continents/countries and transitions between host species.

RESULTS

Genome characterization. The USUV genomes ranged in size from 11,032 to 11,066 nucleotides (nt). The predicted ORFs were 10,305 nt (3,434 amino acids [aa]) flanked by a 5′ NCR consisting of 95 to 96 nt and highly variable 3′ termini ranging from 631 to 664 nt in length. The genetic variation across the viral genome (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material) was relatively heterogeneous and indicated that USUV has maintained a highly conserved genome since its first detection in 1959 in Africa. The identity matrices for the genome and individual genes were greater than 94%, except for Central African Republic strain ArB1803 (GenBank accession no. KC754958), which exhibited an overall 80% nucleotide and 94% amino acid similarity to all known USUV strains (see Fig. S1). Several structural and nonstructural genes (coding for prM, E, NS1, NS3, and NS5) exhibited higher nucleotide than amino acid divergence. Strikingly the greatest variation in both amino acids and nucleotides was apparently observed in the nonstructural genes coding for the NS1, NS2A, NS3, and NS5. Conversely, the C, NS2B, and NS4A genes were the most conserved genes.

Phylogenetic analysis. The similar topologies inferred by maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian maximum clade credibility (MCC) phylogenies of the E, NS5, and complete genome data sets revealed that all European strains (except the Spanish strains) fell into a monophyletic group, suggesting a single introduction event into Central Europe (Fig. 1; see Fig. S2 and S3 in the supplemental material). The detailed analysis of the European strains demonstrated that all USUV strains detected in Central Europe form 3 major lineages (Europe 1 to 3) defined by place of sampling. Europe 1 consists of strains from Austria, Hungary, Switzerland and one from Senegal (based on the E gene data set [Fig. 1A; see Fig. S3]), and Europe 2 includes Italian and Czech Republic strains, while Europe 3 consists of all German strains and some Italian strains (based on the E gene data set [Fig. 1A; see Fig. S3]). However, the latter two are not monophyletic, as the German lineage evolved from a subset of Italian viruses (Fig. 1; see Fig. S2 and S3). The European group is also notable for a star-like structure in which the three dominant lineages connect viruses sampled from multiple time points. The MCC and ML phylogenies also revealed that all strains from Africa and Spain fell within 2 (E gene) or 3 (NS5 and complete genome) distinct lineages, designated Africa 1, which includes the highly divergent singleton ArB1803 strain (KC754958), and poorly differentiated lineages Africa 2 and 3, which comprise Sub-Saharan and Spanish strains (Fig. 1; see Fig. S2 and S3). The ML and MCC trees of NS5 and complete genome data sets reinforced the fact that USUV could be classified into 6 distinct lineages (5). Our phylogenetic analyses (Fig. 1B; see Fig. S2 and S3) further revealed that the USUV from Spain belong to the African monophyletic lineages 2 and 3, indicating multiple introduction of the virus in this European country. Although the host-to-host transmission analysis revealed possible phylogenetic clustering (relatively small clusters of sequences) of mosquitoes in Europe 2 and birds in Europe 3, it is likely the effect of an unbalanced sampling of different hosts (Fig. 2).

Phylogeography and spatiotemporal dynamics of USUV. In order to assess the drivers of viral migration and explore the origin of the outbreaks, a discrete-trait phylogeography analysis (27) using the Markov jumps method (28) was used to reconstruct the USUV movements between continents/countries and to compare them with the three major African-European flyways of migratory birds. The data sets exhibit a strong temporal signal and the coefficient of rate variation supports the use of a relaxed clock model (Table 1; see Fig. S4 in the supplemental material). Phylogenetic comparisons and the phylogeography-Trait association tests indicated a very strong geographical clustering of European lineages (P < 0.001), reflecting a significant population subdivision, while for African lineages, there was evidence of significant gene flow between distinct regions (P < 0.05) (Fig. 1; see Table S1 in the supplemental material). This further strengthens the assumption that the genetic diversity of USUV in Central Europe is shaped primarily by in situ evolution rather than by extensive migration. Phylogenetic analysis also revealed that the long-distance movement pattern of USUV between countries and continents occurred and our estimate of 4 intercontinental and 8 continental viral migration events (Fig. 1 and 3) based on available data sets surely underestimate the real number. The time scale phylogenies indicate that all predicted viral migration events occurred in the last 60 years (Fig. 1). Although the USUV diversity in Europe appears to have emerged in the last decade, the phylogenies suggest relative long-term circulation of USUV in Europe (Fig. 1; see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). The limited number of available sequences and the lack of USUV data from several sub-Saharan and
North-African countries make it difficult to infer with confidence the spatiotemporal pattern of African lineages. However, in order to explore how the network of the flyways of migratory birds may drive movements of USUV, we performed a Bayesian phylogeny-trait association test to reveal the extent of clustering by migratory flyway and superimposed the three major flyways (East Atlantic, Black Sea/Mediterranean, and East Africa/West Asian flyways) onto the map with simulated patterns of viral dissemination. The results suggest that these flyway networks are strongly consistent with the spatial movements observed in the genetic data (significant clustering for the East Atlantic and/or Black Sea/Mediterranean flyways [Fig. 1; see Table S1]), suggesting possible viral export via migratory birds from Africa to Western Europe (Spain) using the east Atlantic flyway and/or Black Sea/Mediterranean flyway and to Central Europe through the Black Sea/Mediterranean corridor (Fig. 1). Whereas the USUV strains in Central Europe are monophyletic, resulting from a single introduction from Africa, our estimates of two introductions of African virus variants into Spain likely underestimate the real number. Furthermore, the singleton and ungrouped variants among African viruses complicate the estimation of the number of viral migration events into sub-Saharan countries.

A discrepancy in the accuracy of the estimated global times to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) for the E, NS5, and complete genome data sets has been observed (Table 1). However, the estimated TMRCAs for each lineage (except Africa 1) were very similar in the E, NS5, and complete genome MCC trees (Table 1). Based on the available data, we estimated that the virus likely emerged in South Africa from an ancestor that existed at least from the beginning of the 16th century (Table 1; see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). The TMRCA of the European lineages indicates a very recent emergence (Table 1). We estimate that USUV was likely first introduced in Western Europe (Spain) during the period from 1950 through the 1960’s, followed by a second introduction in Central Europe (Austria) between 1970 and the 1980’s and a recent third introduction in Western Europe (Spain) around 1996 (Fig. 1; see Fig. S3). Europe 1 seems to be a descendant of an ancestor that probably existed in Senegal and is
likely the origin of the first epizootics in Central Europe. Europe 2 was estimated to have arisen from an ancestor that existed in Austria around 1993 (95% high-probability density [HPD] for 1985 to 2000; posterior probability [pp] = 0.98), whereas Europe 3 emerged from an Italian variant around 2007 (95% HPD for 2004 to 2009; pp = 0.97) (Fig. 1). Figure S5 gives the pp distribution for the country of origin of each European epizootic. The Europe 1 lineage (mainly of Austrian origin) shares a common ancestor with basal Austrian strains. Similar relationships of the members within Europe 2 and 3 have been observed. These results further provide strong support for in situ evolution of the European lineages.

The scenario of the USUV spatial diffusion patterns between/within Africa and Europe has been reconstructed using a Bayes

![FIG 2 Maximum clade credibility trees of E (a) and NS5 (b) gene sequences colored by reconstructed host species (Markov jump process). Branches are colored by host and represent the transitions between different host species for the virus and the host of the common ancestor of all USUV strains.](image)

**TABLE 1** Comparison of nucleotide substitution rates and times to common ancestry of USUV from the E and NS5 genes and complete genome phylogenetic reconstructions using MCMC analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>E gene ($n = 205$)</th>
<th>NS5 gene ($n = 161$)</th>
<th>Complete genome ($n = 91$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evolutionary rate (95% HPD)</td>
<td>1.13 × 10⁻³ (8.20 × 10⁻⁴) to 1.46 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>8.29 × 10⁻⁴ (6.09 × 10⁻⁴) to 1.27 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>6.49 × 10⁻⁴ (3.67 × 10⁻⁴) to 9.02 × 10⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of variation</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* N/A, not applicable.
factor (BF) test under Bayesian stochastic search variable (BSSVS) analysis (i.e., non-zero rates supported by a BF of >3). The earliest migration event was detected from South Africa to Senegal between 1943 and 1957 (Fig. 3), after which the virus dispersed to Central African Republic around 1965. The virus then spread northward from Senegal into Europe in two distinct directions, to Spain and Austria, respectively (Fig. 3). From Austria, the virus probably spread into Hungary and Italy. From Italy, the virus was introduced into Germany and probably in Czech Republic. Nevertheless, the strongest epidemiological links based on the BF estimates have been detected between South Africa and Senegal, Senegal and the Central African Republic, Senegal and Austria, Austria and Hungary, and Italy and Germany (Fig. 3). In addition, the identified links between Africa and Europe were across countries from which samples were not available and tended to exhibit lower BF support in comparison with short-distance linkages (Fig. 3).

Population dynamics and host species analysis of USUV strains. Results of the evolutionary time-resolved analyses for each data set are summarized in Table 1. Thus, the E gene exhibited a mean rate of $1.13 \times 10^{-3}$ (95% HPD, 8.20 $\times 10^{-4}$ to 1.46 $\times 10^{-3}$) substitutions site$^{-1}$ year$^{-1}$, about twice that for NS5, $9.29 \times 10^{-4}$ (95% HPD, 6.09 $\times 10^{-4}$ to 1.27 $\times 10^{-3}$) substitutions site$^{-1}$ year$^{-1}$, with rates for individual lineages in a narrow range of $6 \times 10^{-4}$ to $2 \times 10^{-3}$ substitutions site$^{-1}$ year$^{-1}$. Furthermore, the rate estimates for complete genome were lower than that for E and NS5, $6.49 \times 10^{-4}$ (3.67 $\times 10^{-4}$ to 9.02 $\times 10^{-4}$) substitutions site$^{-1}$ year$^{-1}$ (Table 1). These rates are comparable to that previously estimated for other flaviviruses (29).

In order to investigate the rate of transition events (Markov jumps) of USUV between different host species, we performed a discrete-trait analysis using strains derived from mosquitoes, birds, humans, and bats. The median number of jumps was non-zero for mosquito-avian [15 (E) and 19 (NS5)] avian-mosquito [9 (E) and 12 (NS5)] mosquito-human [2 (E) and 1 (NS5)] and avian-bat [2 (E) and 3 (NS5)] transitions, but only the avian-mosquito and mosquito-avian transitions were supported by a pp of 95%. The most likely host species of the common ancestor of all USUV strains was the mosquito (pp = 0.42) (Fig. 2). Our host-based transition phylogenies revealed that European lineages possibly have arisen from a bird-derived USUV strain, further supporting potential introduction into Europe via migratory birds.

Potential cleavage sites, cysteine residues, and glycosylation sites in USUV polyprotein. Highly conserved potential cleavage sites for each gene junction have been identified in all studied USUV ORFs (see Table S2 in the supplemental material). Only slight differences in the first or second protein residues directly flanking the protein cleavage sites at the C/AnchC and NS1/NS2a junctions in Africa 1 and Europe 1 strains have been observed (see Table S3). Except for the NS4A gene, each viral protein presented glycosylation sites being conserved among all USUV strains, except NS2A-1267 (absent in the Africa 1 and 2) and NS3-1968 (present only in Africa 1 and 2) (Fig. 4; see Table S3 in the supplemental material). If these changes affect the virus assembly or RNA replication still remains to be elucidated. The number of cysteine residues was also conserved among all USUV strains.

Secondary structure patterns in 5’ and 3’ NCRs. Both 5’ and 3’ NCRs exhibited variability in USUV strains. In the 5’ NCR, specific nucleotide mutations between the African and European strains (A3T, T4C, C10T, and T14C) were observed. One deletion and 5 unique mutations in the highly divergent Africa 1 singleton were also detected. In all USUV strains, the 5’ secondary struc-

FIG 3 Migration pattern of USUV between or within Africa and Europe. Viral migration patterns based on E (a) and NS5 (b) genes are indicated between the different regions and are proportional to the strength of the transmission rate (Bayes factor [BF]). The color of the connections indicates the origin and the direction of migration. Only connections with a BF of $\leq$3 are shown.
tured represented by a long stem loop (SL) with an internal loop (absent in the Africa 1) and lateral loop were conserved (see Fig. S6 in the supplemental material). Highly variable site heterogeneity in the 3′ NCR was detected. Two long deletions were found in Africa 1 (ArB1803), denominated deleted motif 1 (DM1) and DM2. These deletions were observed among the region corresponding to the stem loops SL-I and SL-V (see Fig. S6). Furthermore, a unique motif (UM1) located in SL-I was also found. A long deletion in a German bird-derived USUV strain (V101) located in SL-V (DM3) and a short deletion motif, DM4, in African strain HB81P08 were observed. The 3′ secondary structure was not conserved in these strains and was characterized by the lack of SL-V. Thus, the highly divergent ArB1803 strain 3′ secondary structure was affected by a lack of SL-I and SL-V and prediction of a long SL-II (see Fig. S6).

Protein changes and analysis of selection pressure. The analysis of the E, NS5, and complete genome sequences revealed geography- and/or host-specific point mutations (Fig. 4 and 5). The nonsynonymous geographic-specific mutations C-A120V, E-V126M, NS3-S603A, NS4B-M161, NS5-A274T, and NS5-S898N are fixed in all members of African lineages, while C-N11S, C-K85R, M-N246Y, NS2A-I74V, NS2A-V91A, NS3-L46F, NS3-T539K, NS4B-R174K are in Europe 3, and E-D67Y, E-A168T are in Europe 2. Host- and country-specific mutations have been detected at positions L159R and P171L (Africa 1), T168V and T359K, NS4B-R174K are in Europe 3, and E-D67Y, E-A168T are in Europe 2. Host- and country-specific mutations have been found at prM-Y120N (birds, Germany), E-R195G (mosquitoes, Italy), and E-G302S (humans, Italy) (Fig. 4 and 5).

Non-synonymous mutations mapped on the three-dimensional (3D) model of predicted E glycoprotein structure are present across the three E protein domains (DI, DII, and DIII) (Fig. 5). In DI, geographic-specific amino acid changes were observed at positions L159R and P171L (Africa 1), T168V and G195R (Europe 2), and A161V (Africa 2). For DII, specific amino acid substitutions were found at D67Y (Europe 2), D88G (Africa 1), V126M (Europe 1 to 3), and G276S (Africa 2). DIII of the USUV strains revealed mutations at positions G302S (present only in human USUV from Italy), G320S and P376S (Africa 2), and S331V (Africa 1).

We also determined the nature of the selection pressure acting on the USUV polyprotein gene. The results showed that the overall ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions (dN/dS ratio) was 0.048, indicating that most amino acid changes are deleterious polymorphisms removed by purifying selection (Table 2). Significant evidence of adaptive evolution was found only at amino acid site 898 in the NS5 gene, which was detected as positively selected by at least 4 methods implemented (Table 2). In addition, there was also evidence for some form of adaptive evolution, which suggest that a larger number of sites in the USUV polyprotein identified by MEME method may be subjected to positive pressure evolving under episodic directional selection. When selection pressure was analyzed gene by gene, one or more sites for the NS1, NS3, and NS5 genes were found to be subjected to positive selection by at least two of the methods employed (Table 2). Using the branch site random-effects likelihood (BS-REL) method, we were not able to detect lineage-specific evolutionary patterns in our data sets. Furthermore, to determine whether a viral population is characterized by different selection pressures, we conducted an additional analysis by estimating the ω values (i.e., dN/dS ratios) of the African and European lineages, separately. Thus, the overall ω values for the European lineages were significantly higher (E, ω = 0.143; NS5, ω = 0.070; polyprotein, ω = 0.164; P < 0.05) than the African lineages (E, ω = 0.051; NS5, ω = 0.005; polyprotein, ω = 0.033). These results suggest that the USUV genes contain transient deleterious mutations evolving under purifying selection, an effect that seems to be strongest in the European lineages.

DISCUSSION

The rate of globalization accelerates the migration of exotic pathogens and their hosts to new environments facilitating contacts with vulnerable new hosts (e.g., introduction, spread, and establishment of West Nile virus in North America; introduction and autochthonous transmission of chikungunya virus and Zika virus in the Americas). Thus, understanding evolutionary processes that contribute to the emergence, maintenance, and spread of viral diseases is the sine qua non to develop and implement surveillance strategies for their control. In this study, we sought to elucidate the possible origin, pattern of spatiotemporal dynamics, and eco-epidemiological factors that shape the evolution of USUV becoming a very successful pathogen responsible for neuroinvasive disease in multiple vertebrate species, including humans.

Our phylogenies showed an important spatial differentiation between Central European and African USUV that resulted in phylogeographic clustering of 6 distinct lineages. We found evidence that the phylogenetic structure is shaped by the geographic location and pattern of migratory flyways, which likely facilitates rapid long-distance virus dispersal. This demonstrates that the major migratory bird flyways (East Atlantic and Black Sea/Mediterranean [Fig. 1; see Table S1 in the supplemental material]) could predict the continental and intercontinental dispersal patterns of USUV in our data sets (long-distance linkages between African countries, and Africa-Europe supported by high BF values) and that the birds might act as potential long-distance disper-
sal vehicles. These results are comparable with the predicted dispersal pattern of West Nile virus across the United States via avian flyways (30–32). A recent study revealed that the migratory status did not appear to influence WNV viremia titers (birds remain viremic for several days), as might be expected if individuals were immunosuppressed during migration. Furthermore, the infection does not inhibit migratory behavior, demonstrating that long-distance migratory birds are able to carry the virus over long distances (33, 34). Likewise, there are many evidences of USUV-seroconverted migratory bird species detected throughout Europe, which use East Atlantic and/or Black Sea/Mediterranean flyways (18, 35–37). However, the long-distance spread of the virus through ship- or aircraft-borne transportation of USUV-infected mosquitoes cannot be excluded.

The phylogeography results show a westward spread of USUV in Europe that matched the chronological and geographical incidence of USUV epizootics in Central Europe. The BSSVS model confirmed the multiple introduction of the virus into Europe from Africa, with Senegal as a possible origin for the progenitor of Central European epizootics (Fig. 1 and 2). The inferred spread of USUV indicates that in Africa, Senegal was probably the major source population, whereas in Central Europe, Austria represented the primary source and Italy the source of USUV diffusion (Fig. 1 and 3). The limited number of sequences from Africa reduces our ability to predict viral migrations within African countries. Given that many intervening countries are unsampled and long branches may obscure additional spatial movements of the USUV between Africa and Europe, all inferences of spatial connections between African countries should be interpreted with caution.
The existence of geographically distinct lineages in Europe (likely due to adaptation to the local ecological conditions and overwintering in enzootic foci) reflects the fact that USUV circulates in multiple areas that are separated from each other by geographic barriers such as climate, vegetation, different host species, and other unknown ecological conditions. Thus, the adaptation of USUV to naive vector and host populations can lead to the emergence of local virus variants. The most likely scenario for European lineages might be enzootic maintenance (in situ) emergence of local virus variants. The most likely scenario for European lineages (~40 years) were similar in E, NS5, and complete genome MCC trees (Fig. 1; see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). The apparent absence of virus activity for such a long period can be explained by several hypotheses: introduction of less virulent viral strains; cross-reactive flavivirus antibodies (heterotypic flavivirus antibodies as a result of frequent exposure to numerous flaviviruses [45]) among birds and other vertebrate hosts, which could have modulated or downregulated clinical illness and viremia, reducing the transmission (45); the absence of long periods of hot and dry weather, which influence the abundance of competent vectors and transmission to susceptible hosts (46); reduced population of susceptible hosts; herd immunity of resident bird populations supporting a silent spread of the virus (47); and other extrinsic factors that could have influenced selection of less virulent virus strains.

A very recent study showed that USUV is able to emerge in other hosts (bats) (5). This observation raised questions regarding the USUV host range and the ability to adapt to the new hosts. Due to limitations of the available sequences, mostly from African countries, the host species analysis should be interpreted with caution. While the coloring of branches in Fig. 3 indicates the mosquito is comparable with the fact that the mosquito is the main host for USUV. Transition from mosquitoes to birds and vice versa has been reconstructed (95% pp), being consistent with the enzootic cycle of the USUV. Although humans are considered incidental or dead-end hosts for USUV, adequate molecular surveillance is essential for public health (diagnostic and blood/organ donors) due to the increasing number of human USUV infections. Several genetic signatures were found in both African and European strains, which could be useful for development of molecular methods (e.g., real-time PCR) capable of differentiating USUV lineages. The virulence of the specific USUV lineages is currently unknown, and further studies are necessary to determine the biological characteristics of each lineage.

The overall low $dN/dS$ ratio in the polyprotein gene indicates that most amino acid residues are subjected to purifying selection as results of genetic drift characteristic for arboviruses (48). We found strong evidence of adaptive evolution only at codon 898 in the NS5 gene. Although the function of this residue remains to be determined, it is located adjacent to codon D896E observed in the human USUV strain, which was associated with viral replication efficiency and neuroinvasive capacity in certain strains of JEV and WNV (25). In addition, a single amino-acid change in NS5 has been found to influence WNV replication in different hosts (49). To determine whether NS5-898 may be involved in the replication

### TABLE 2 Results of selection pressure analysis showing the positions of positively selected codons of USUV mature peptides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene product</th>
<th>Position by:</th>
<th>SLAC</th>
<th>FEL</th>
<th>REL</th>
<th>IFEL</th>
<th>MEME</th>
<th>FUBAR</th>
<th>$dN/dS$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prM</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>64, 126, 159, 320, 490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS1</td>
<td></td>
<td>274</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS2A</td>
<td></td>
<td>91, 96, 175, 182, 272, 274</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS2B</td>
<td></td>
<td>25, 34, 43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS3</td>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS4A</td>
<td></td>
<td>9, 53, 61, 115, 274, 344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td></td>
<td>9, 53, 61, 115, 274, 344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS4B</td>
<td></td>
<td>217</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS5</td>
<td></td>
<td>731, 898</td>
<td>898</td>
<td>84, 898</td>
<td>84, 291, 437, 697, 725, 731, 896</td>
<td>898</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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of USUV in different hosts, further studies are required. We also observed that a larger number of sites in the USUV polyprotein might be subjected to positive pressure evolving under episodic directional selection, indicating past occurrence of positive selection. The purifying selection observed is expected given the transmission and infection modes of arboviruses allowing accumulation of synonymous mutations and negatively selected sites as the effect of alternation between the arthropod vector and avian or mammalian hosts (48). It is interesting to note that the pattern of increased positive selection in nonstructural genes compared to that in structural genes is similar to those observed in WNV, indicating that the host immune selection pressure does not caused increases in viral fitness (31). Mutations observed at amino acid positions V91A (NS2A), L46F and T359K (NS3), and D67Y (E) have been found to be involved in the formation of Europe 1 to 3, while A120V (C), G320S and P376S (E), and A274T (NS5) are specific for African lineages (convergent evolution). Similar patterns of parallel or convergent evolution have been observed for WNV. This suggests that a limited number of residue changes are permitted due to functional constraints (41). It is interesting to note that the V91A (NS2A) and L46F (NS3) mutations are specific for German strains and likely occurred due to introduction of USUV in this country. Although the impact of these mutations is unclear, similar changes in the related WNV modulated the host antiviral response by inhibition of interferon signaling (50). The residue exchange E-G302S observed in human USUV cases is considered important because it might have played a role in the human-specific neuroinvasive capacity of this virus (22). Our homology model suggested that each envelope protein domain is an important site for USUV evolution. In particular, specific amino acid substitutions within the DIII domain have been observed only in African lineages and in human cases from Italy (Fig. 5). It is known that DIII of flaviviruses represents a receptor binding domain and a major determinant of virus cellular tropism (51). Such mutations in WNV DIII have been involved in virus infectivity, virulence, antigenicity, and escape from neutralizing antibodies (52). It is unknown if these mutations in DIII observed are aftereffects of the mechanisms of antigenic escape or further adaptation to the host, but they might confer an evolutionary advantage to the virus. Potential cleavage sites for generation of USUV proteins and cysteines were conserved in all USUV strains, suggesting that their biological roles are preserved (see Table S2 and S3 in the supplemental material).

In all USUV strains, the 5′ secondary structures were conserved, whereas highly variable size heterogeneity in the 3′ NCR was detected. Five distinct 3′ NCR patterns were detected (see Fig. S6 in the supplemental material): three of them revealed long deletions in stem loops SL-1 and SL-V, representing the hypervariable region of 3′ NCR. It has been shown that the variation in this region may have evolved as a function of dengue virus (DENV) transmission and replication in different mosquito and non-human primate/human host cycles (53).

Viral adaptation in mosquitoes and vertebrate hosts by local overwintering or reintroduction of the virus and migratory bird flyways could be considered key determinants in the spatial dispersal and establishment of USUV. Thus, further studies preferentially based on complete genomes, including those from previously unsampled intervening countries, are clearly necessary to fully understand the impact of ecological/immunological/virological factors on USUV epidemiology and evolution in different ecological habitats. This should be more feasible in the era of next-generation sequencing.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Data sets.** A total of 77 complete USUV genomes were newly acquired as part of this study. These strains were sampled as part of German Arbovirus Surveillance Program (54) from different mosquito, bird, and bat species and different time points and locations (2010 to 2014) from the area of USUV endemity in Germany (see Fig. S7 in the supplemental material). RNA extraction, reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) of the complete genome, and sequencing were performed as previously described (5, 54). All complete genomes and E and NS5 sequences of USUV with known time (year) and geographical origin (country) of detection were retrieved from GenBank (15 complete genomes, 128 partial E gene sequences, and 84 NS5 gene sequences, representing data up to July 2015) and combined with those sequenced here. The initial USUV data sets were pruned of sequences representing duplicates. This resulted in a final data set of 92 complete or near complete genomes and 205 partial E and 161 NS5 gene sequences. This pruning process resulted in data sets of 55 year-dated sequences sampled between 1959 and 2014. A gene approach (E and NS5) was preferred over a genomic one because many more sequences are available and provided the greatest coverage of geographical regions and time of collection than the complete genomes, resulting in less biased data sets. Nevertheless, for comparison with the partial data sets, the complete genome data set has been included in the analyses. Although one USUV isolate (SAAR-1776, South Africa) exhibits passage history, we decided to include it in our analyses because the phylogenetic clustering and the TMRCAs were not influenced (Fig. 1; see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material). Sequences were aligned using the MAFFT algorithm and then visually inspected in Geneious v7.1.8. All sequences were confirmed as non-recombinant by the various methods for recombination detection implemented in RDP4 (55).

**Genome characterization, prediction of signal peptidase cleavage, and N/O/C-glycosylation sites.** Genomes obtained for the German USUV strains were compared with all complete or near complete genomes and partial E and NS5 gene sequences publicly available. Potential cleavage sites for polyprotein were predicted based on neural networks (NN) and hidden Markov models (HMM) using SignalP 3.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/) and Genious v7.1.8. Predictions of potential glycosylation sites and cysteine residues were investigated on complete viral polyprotein sequences using NetGlyc v1.0, NetO/Glyc v3.1, and NetNGlyc v1.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services) and Genious v7.1.8.

**Evolutionary dynamics, spatial and host species analysis.** Phylogenetic trees were inferred using the maximum likelihood (ML) method implemented in PhyML (56) and Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach available in BEAST v1.8 (57). Analyses were performed under the best fit nucleotide substitution model identified as the TN93 + F for partial data sets and GTR + F for complete genome using jModelTest 2 (58). To search among ML trees, we employed both nearest neighbor interchange (NNI) and subtree pruning and regrafting (SPR) branch swapping. To assess the robustness of each node, a bootstrap-resampling process was performed (1,000 replications) again using the NNI branch-swapping method available in PhyML. The clock-likeness and temporal signal of each data set were visualized using regression of the time of sampling of all sequences included in the study was available, we were able to assess the spatial temporal dynamics of USUV in Africa and Europe. Thus, the rates of nucleotide substitution per site per year, the time to most recent common ancestor (TMRCAs), and the effective population dynamics of USUV were estimated employing a relaxed uncorrelated log normal (UCLN) molecular clock, a flexible Bayesian skyline plot demographic model as the best demographic scenario detected, and the model of nucleotide substitution described above. In all cases, each of the MCMC chain lengths was run for 10⁶ generations (with
10% burn-in) with subsampling every 100 iterations to achieve convergence as assessed using Tracer v1.5 (59). The MCC trees visualized using FigTree v1.4.1 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/) were topologically similar to that obtained in the ML analysis (see Fig. S2 and S3 in the supplemental material). To test the hypothesis that USUV is periodically imported from Africa into Europe, a phylogeographic analysis was conducted using a discrete model attributing state characters representing the detection locality of each of the strains and the Bayesian stochastic search variable (BSSVS) algorithm implemented in BEAST (27) and BEAGLE to enhance the computational speed. The spatiotemporal dispersal of USUV within Europe using the continuous probabilistic model of viral diffusion was also employed. The Bayesian MCC phylogenies were annotated at each node with posterior probability (pp) values, TMRCA, and state pp values for each plausible geographic location of origin (country). In order to detect which epidemiological factor (country and/or migratory bird flyway) best fit the data, we performed phylogeny traits tests using the Bayesian tip-significance testing (BaTS) program (60), calculating the parsimony score (PS), the association index (AI) (for overall association), and the monophyletic clade (MC) (for each state) statistics. Host species transition analysis was performed using the same tree settings described above implementing the Markov jump process (28), which summarizes the expected number of jumps (host-to-host transmission) from the MCMC phylogenies.

Selection pressure analysis. To estimate the nature of the selection pressures acting on USUV envelope, NS5 and complete genome, the ratio of non-synonymous substitutions per non-synonymous site to synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dN/dS) was estimated using three codon-based maximum likelihood tools for the identification of sites subjected to positive or negative selection: single likelihood ancestor counting (SLAC), fixed-effects likelihood (FEL), and internal fixed-effects likelihood (IFEL) implemented in the Datamonkey key web interface (http://www.datamonkey.org). We also implemented the fast, unconstrained Bayesian approximation (FUBAR) and mixed-effects model of evolution (MEME) methods (61), which can consider transient (episodic) selective pressures. The branch site random-effects likelihood (1S-REL) (62) tool for evidence of adaptive evolution in individual lineages was also used. The positive selection results detected with FEL, SLAC, IFEL, and MEME analyses were considered significant at P = 0.05 and pp ≥ 0.95 for the FUBAR.

Secondary structure prediction and structural modeling. Secondary structures involving the 5′ = 3′ NCRs of the USUV strains were assessed using Mfold (63) and Geneious v7.1.8 based on alignment of bird-, mosquito-, bat-, and human-derived USUV strains. Secondary structure patterns were detected according to the lowest fold energy and the presence of conserved secondary structures (conserved sequences [CS], repeated conserved sequences [RCS], long stable hairpin [LSSH], cycling sequence within CS1 of the 3′ NCR [3′CYC], dumbbell [DB], and stem loop [SL]). The three-dimensional protein models of the USUV E were generated using the initial homology search and template selection method Phyre2 v2.0 (64). The template sequence used to create the USUV E protein models was the crystal structure of the West Nile virus envelope glycoprotein (PDB Z6e9) with 403/503 residues (81%) modeled at 100% accuracy. The final 3D structures were prepared and visualized with Chimera v1.8.1 (65).

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The nucleotide sequences generated in this study have been deposited in GenBank under accession no. KJ438705 to KJ438782.
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